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About This Game

Circuit Breakers is a fast-paced multi-player top down shoot 'em up. Get together with five of your friends and fight to rid the
universe of an intergalactic robot army!
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Far in the future, advances in artificial intelligence have created the first truly sapient AI, FIRST- short for First Intelligent
Robotic System model Two- system. Fearing for it's safety in a galaxy of savage humans, FIRST escaped to the depths of space.

On a distant planet it finally landed, building an army for their inevitable return...

Features:

Easy-to-learn and hard-to-master chaotic shooter gameplay suitable for players of any skill level!

Chew through hordes of enemies with four unique characters and additional unlockable characters

Local multi-player for up to six players!

Classic endless top-down action in Arcade mode!

Play through specific courses and compete for the highest score in Score Attack!

An enormous Challenge Board full of secrets to unlock!

Customize your game with the Core System and fight things like super-armored lightning-fast matrix-dodging death
robots!

Weapon type: Machine Gun
You’ve probably never met a man more full of himself than Aldo. He is the leader of the circuit breakers but his drive and

confidence is unmatched and encourages the rest of the team to bring their A game. I mean, who wouldn’t want to wipe that
smile off his face by sporting a bigger robot body count than him? Aldo's machine gun strikes a solid balance between range and

power for an all-around great weapon.

Weapon Type: Shotgun
There are few that rival Shelbys straightforward attitude. She is often mistaken as cold, but if you have a plan you want to set in
motion, Shelby’s the girl who can follow through. Her weapon of choice, the shotgun allows Shelby to get up close and personal.

Every other member of the team keeps their distance from the robots but Shelby thrives when close to the enemy.
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Weapon Type: Missile
There are many things you can say about Samson, but clever isn’t one of them. He is the team’s explosive guy, delivering a

tremendous amount of damage with his signature missile launcher. Samson loves explosions and if you give him a recipe for a
bomb, he will tell you the exact size of the explosion with 100% accuracy. So what Samson lacks in general knowledge he more

than makes up for in explosive know-how.

Weapon type: Laser
Aldo would never openly admit it, but Tay is the real brains of the operation. She is responsible for creating the weapons that

the Circuit Breakers team uses today. Her weapon of choice, the laser gun matches her interest in engineering. There are many
scientific teams requesting her knowledge in the field of engineering, but she prefers the application instead of the theory.

Other Titles From Excalibur

https://store.steampowered.com/app/605740/Flashing_Lights__Police_Fire_EMS/
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ever since I was 12 I've been playing around with modular animation (originally, on Flash CS5) but the big-name programs I
needed to do so were way expensive for me. I got spriter while it was on sale and it is easy to understand and get into if you
already have a concept as to how modular animation works, and how the program itself works, and it's exactly what I've been
looking for ever since I lost Flash.
I probably wouldn't recommend this to anyone who's expecting it to be like flash whereas there's a built-in art program or if
they're new to animation itself. when I first opened up spriter my mind pulled a complete blank, because you're really given
nothing to start off with aside from the "test model" that they EXTERNALLY provide. but if you have experience with modular
animation then go for it :D. it is very good for building concerntration camps it's a 10/10 for me. Played through to full
completion from disk then repurchased on here to keep all my games in one place
Took a few tweaks to get this to play on Windows 10 at 1920 x 1080, but got there in the end

This game is ludicrously difficult, from learning to draw shapes on your tablet to attempting to align all the planets in a Galaxy
Music is excellent, storyline could use some detail but it kept me hooked until the end

Did cheat to reach the end (I'm not smart enough for this level of puzzle game!)
Movement controls are vastly improved from earlier games, although click-to-move remains available as an option

8/10 - As difficult as you'd expect from the Myst series. Hitman (1/2) inspired game. The low budget shows a bit and some
levels are not overly complex but it's still good. Compared to newer Hitmans, there are too few "accident" opportunities. It's
usually down to good old handywork.

RP Points are given for style, gadgets/weapons can be unlocked and upgraded for those points. Story isn't extremely gripping
but good enough to keep motivated..
Shooting and fighting mechanics are ok for such a game. Don't really understand complaints in other reviews. It crashes
occasionally(1-2hours) but runs otherwise ok. Cutscenes are on Dishonored2 Level. Which means pretty cheap (or stylish, still
not sure) voiced over stills.

All in all a decent game. Graphics are also decent. If you're out of Hitman and can forgive a certain clunkiness here and there
give it a go (Sale).
Native 21:9 support although bits and pieces of the HUD can be obstracted. But no real problem.
And it has a proper save system. With manual slots, quicksafe and everything.. Beautiful. Welcome to the most complex artistic
medium. I can't wait to see what comes next!
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The Only Time im Using this is for the Karate Fist Animation. At first glance, the game looks as if it's a successor to Dungeon
Keeper ..If you go in thinking that, you'd be wrong.

Sure, it seems to have the look that could be perceived as a spirtual sucessor to Dungeon Keeper however only the atmosphere
and humour could be loosely based on Dungeon Keeper.

To summarise, you play the role of a demon known as "Baal-Abaddon", whom of which is summoned by a not so smart sorcerer
named Oscar, into the lowly form of an Imp. The gist of the game is helping Baal to gain his lost powers and to terrorise the
surrounding land of Ardania in the ol' "Evil is good" sort of way.

You start each level with a handful of workers and Baal, building up your dungeon with pre-laid out rooms and
creating\/summoning units to form squads to go raid for materials\/gold\/food and to defend from hero invasions from the front
and\/or ladders (With the addition of choosing random\/fixed\/no ladders, thank god!).

The game can get tedious and rather monotonous as the general tone of each level is essentially build up dungeon, build up
troops, raid, rinse and repeat until you're strong enough to go into the main part of the level. The main part of the level is usually
the same (With an ending "Boss" of sorts) however getting there can change from level to level. The most part is the same,
however on some levels there are some puzzles which can be somewhat challenging to start with.

With the patches that were released since the release of the game, it seems to be a lot more stable compared with release.
Fortunately there doesn't seem to be as many crashes\/problems\/bugs which was ultimately frustrating for those that first had
the game as there isn't a save game as such.

On the whole, I enjoyed the game. Sure, it gets a bit repetative but I enjoyed the cheesy humour.

TL;DR - Not a successor to Dungeon Keeper but is loosely influenced by its atmosphere and humour. Game can get very
monotonus and tedious but is fun at times. A lot better than what it once was on release due to bug fixes.. I play all my 6DOF
games with a 6DOF controller, including the original Forsaken on a CD. I'll recommend this remastered version if 6DOF
controller (joystick/3DMouse) support is added back into the game.. I can't quite put my finger on this but there is definatly
something really good here.

The combat is hard (or i might just be rubbish) and i die or lose my weapons really quickly. Desipte this being early access it
runs smoothly. Aiming and moving around is going to take some learning.

Editor ship buliding is pretty simple but that's a good thing, you can make a cool ship in next to no time then jump out to blast
away (only to find you have no ammo boxs attached).

Everyone says potential on early access games so much so it's a bit of a cliche' but this really does have it and could turn out to
be a fun title. For those who are looking for a sequal to 1nsane, this is not it. I was not impressed at all and would not
recommend it for those looking for the 1nsane sequal.
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